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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a printing press, and more particularly to improvement in ink feed control.

Description of the Background Art

[0002] Recently, printing press having a main body including a plate making device for forming an image on a printing plate on the basis of digital image data are being widely used, which are known as a CTP (computer-to-plate) machine. A First conventional printing press is called a digital printing press, which is suited to short jobs for printing operations of multiple types and small number of printed sheets because printed sheets are directly obtained from the image data. In the digital printing press, the plate making process is automated so that it can be handled easily by an inexperienced operator, but further automation is demanded in ink supply control in the printing process.

[0003] In the ink feed control in the conventional printing press, generally, a color measurement console connected to the printing press is used, but in this case, the operator has to pick up proper print samples to measure the color of the printed sheet. By the color measurement console, usually, a color chart provided in the print sheet is measured.

[0004] To solve this problem, a second conventional printing press having means for detecting image of a print sheet has been developed. In this second prior art, the image of the printed sheet is detected by an image detector provided on an impression cylinder of the printing press to obtain image data. This image data is compared with reference image data obtained preliminarily by reading a reference image, to control the ink feed rate. According to the second prior art, since the image of the print is detected in the printing press, the operator is not required unlike the case of using a color measurement console. Another advantage is that the color chart is not necessary because the image on the print sheet is used.

[0005] In the second prior art, however, the reference printed sheet must be prepared. Such printed sheet is a proof sheet or a favorable sheet previously obtained during printing process, which is known as "an OK-sheet". Lately, however, proof sheets are often obtained by a simple proof press using an ink jet printer or the like, and a reference printed sheet to be used as a reference in the printing press is not always prepared beforehand. In the method making an OK-sheet during printing, the ink feed must be controlled manually until an OK-sheet is obtained. Thus, the method is applicable only in mass printing, and it is not economical in time and number of printed sheets in printing operations for obtaining a small number of printed sheets. It is hence in appropriate in the digital printing press suited to printing operations of multiple types and small number of printed sheets.

[0006] Further, in the second prior art, means for detecting the image of a printed sheet is provided near an impression cylinder. In this case, it is difficult to detect the image of the printed sheet over the entire area. That is, when detecting the image of the rear end of the printing sheet, the leading end is already caught by another cylinder (for example, discharge cylinder), and the rear end of the printing sheet is not fixed to the impression cylinder. In such a case, along with the move of the printing sheet, the rear end side fluctuates and the image thereof may not be detected properly.

[0007] Further, as in the second prior art, in a satellite type printing press in which plurality of blanket cylinders contacting with the impression cylinder, enough space for disposing the image detecting means may not be provided near the impression cylinder.

[0008] A printing press according to the preamble of claim 1 and a method of controlling ink feed rate in a printing press according to the preamble of claim 5 are known from WO92/12011.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] The invention is directed to a printing press for printing an image on a printing sheet on the basis of first image data as defined in claim 1 and a method of controlling ink feed rate in a printing press as defined in claim 5.

[0010] In this printing press, the ink feed can be automated without preparing the reference print sheet.

[0011] In other aspect of the invention, the printing press comprise plate making means for adding a color chart image data expressing a predetermined color chart to the first image data to generate combined image data, and forming an images corresponding to the combined image data on a printing plate, sink feed means capable of changing ink feed rates of ink supplied onto a plurality of regions of the printing plate, reference color data storage means for storing a numerical value of each color included in the color chart in a predetermined color coordinate system as reference color data, image-detecting means for detecting an image on the printing sheet transferred from the printing plate to thereby obtain second image data, print color data operating means for converting the second image data into the coordinate system for each one of the plurality of regions to obtain print color data, differential data operating means for comparing the reference color data with the print color data for each one of the plurality of regions to obtain differential data, correction data operating means for obtaining correction data of the ink feed rate on the basis of the differential data, and control means for controlling the ink feed rates to be fed into the plurality of regions by the ink feed means on the basis of the correction data.

[0012] Preferably, the printing press further comprises
color chart storage means for storing the color chart image data. The plate making means adds the color chart image data being read out from the color chart storage means to the first image data and generates the combined image data.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the printing press has a leading end and a rear end. The printing press further comprises discharge means for delivering the printing sheet by gripping the leading end, and stabilizing means for stabilizing a conveying state of the printing sheet being discharged. The image-detecting means detects the image on the printing sheet stabilized by the stabilizing means. Accordingly, an object of the invention is to provide a printing press capable of automatically controlling an appropriate ink feed rate without preparing any reference print.

This and other objects, features, aspects and advantages of the present invention will become more apparent from the following detailed description of the present invention when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Fig. 1 is a schematic side view showing a printing press according to a preferred embodiment of the invention; Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a principal electronic configuration of the printing press; Fig. 3 is a schematic side view showing ink feeding means in the printing press; Fig. 4 is a schematic side view showing a discharge section and an imaging section in the printing press; Fig. 5 is a functional block diagram showing a functional configuration of image processing section in the printing press; Fig. 6 is a flowchart showing control procedure of ink feed rate in the printing press; Fig. 7 is an explanatory diagram of image region; Fig. 8 is a schematic side view showing an imaging section according to an embodiment not claimed; Fig. 9 is a block diagram showing a principal electronic configuration according to another embodiment not claimed; Fig. 10 is a functional block diagram showing a functional configuration of image processing section according to the another embodiment not claimed; and Fig. 11 is a diagram showing an example of layout region of color chart.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

1. Preferred Embodiment of the invention

Fig. 1 is a schematic side view showing a printing press according to a preferred embodiment of the invention, and Fig. 2 is a block diagram showing a principal electronic configuration of this printing press.

As shown in Fig. 1, the printing press comprises, as printing mechanism, first and second plate cylinders 1, 2 for holding printing plates; first and second blanket cylinders 3, 4 for transferring ink images from the plate cylinders; an impression cylinder 5 for holding printing sheets and transferring ink images from the both blanket cylinders 3, 4; a feeding cylinder 6 and a discharge cylinder 7 for feeding and discharge printing sheets to and from the impression cylinder 5; dampening water feeding means 8 and ink feeding means 9 for feeding dampening water or ink to the printing plates on the first and second plate cylinders 1, 2; a feeding section 10 for sequentially feeding stacked up printing sheets; and a discharge section 11 for stacking up printed sheets sequentially.

On the other hand, as the plate making mechanism, the printing press comprises a printing plate feed section 12 for feeding unexposed printing plates to the first and second plate cylinders 1, 2; an image recording section 13 for recording images on the printing plates on the plate cylinders; a developing section 14 for developing and processing the printing plates on which images are recorded; and a printing plate discharge section 15 for delivering the printed printing plates.

The printing press further comprises an image-detector section 16 for detecting the image on the printed sheet; a controller 17 for controlling respective parts of the printing press; and an image processing section 18 for processing the images obtained in the image-detector section 16.

The detail of each part is as follows: The first plate cylinder 1 is designed to be movable between a first printing position indicated by solid line in Fig. 1 and an image recording position indicated by two-dot chained line by a plate cylinder drive mechanism, and the second plate cylinder 2 is similarly designed to be movable between a second printing position indicated by solid line in Fig. 1 and an image recording position indicated by two-dot chained line by a plate cylinder drive mechanism. That is, when executing the printing operation, the fist and second plate cylinders 1, 2 are positioned at the first and second printing positions, and when executing the plate making operation, they are alternately positioned at the image recording positions, and printing plates are made on the plate cylinders. The first plate cylinder 1 and second plate cylinder 2 respectively have peripheral surfaces for holding printing plates for two colors, and are provided with two sets of gripping means each for fixing each printing plate at 180-degree opposite positions on the circumference.

The first blanket cylinder 3 is designed to contact with on the first plate cylinder 1 at the first printing position and rotate, and the second blanket cylinder 4 also contacts with the second plate cylinder 2 at the second printing position and rotates. The first and second
blanket cylinders 3, 4 have the same diameter as the first and second plate cylinders 1, 2, and blankets for transferring ink images of two colors from each plate cylinder are mounted on the circumference.

[0023] The impression cylinder 5 has a 1/2 diameter of the first and second plate cylinders 1, 2, and are designed to rotate by contacting with both the first and second blanket cylinders 3, 4. The impression cylinder 5 has gripping means for holding one printing sheet of a size corresponding to the printing plate. The gripping means is opened and closed at specified timing by an opening and closing mechanism, and holds the leading end of the printing sheet.

[0024] The feeding cylinder 6 and discharge cylinder 7 have a same diameter as the impression cylinder 5, and have other gripping means similar to the gripping means provided in the impression cylinder 5. The gripping means of the feeding cylinder 6 and discharge cylinder 7 are arranged to transfer the printing sheet in synchronization with the gripping means of the impression cylinder 5.

[0025] The first and second plate cylinders 1, 2 disposed at the first and second printing positions, first and second blanket cylinders 3, 4, impression cylinder 5, feeding cylinder 6, and discharge cylinder 7 are provided with drive gears of the same size as the diameter of each cylinder at each cylinder end, and the gears are meshed between the adjacent cylinders. Therefore, by driving the gears by a print driving motor, the cylinders can be rotate and driven in synchronization with each other.

[0026] In the printing press of the preferred embodiment, since the plate cylinders 1, 2 and blanket cylinders 3, 4 have a double peripheral length as compared with the impression cylinder 5, the impression cylinder makes two turns while the plate cylinders 1, 2 and blanket cylinders 3, 4 make one turn. Therefore, when the impression cylinder 5 rotates two turns while holding the printing sheet, two colors plus two colors, that is, a total of four colors are printed from the first and second plate cylinders 1, 2.

[0027] Two sets of dampening water feeding means 8 are provided each in the plate cylinders 1, 2 at the first and second printing positions, and dampening water can be selectively supplied to the two printing plates on the plate cylinders 1, 2. The dampening water feeding means 8 comprises a water pan for accumulating dampening water, and a dampening water roller group for taking the dampening water out of the water boat, and transferring onto the printing plate surface. At least the roller contacting with the printing plate surface out of the dampening water rollers is designed to contact with and depart from the plate cylinder surface by a cam mechanism. If the printing plate is of a type not requiring dampening water, the dampening water feeding means 8 is not needed.

[0028] Two sets of ink feeding means 9 are disposed each in the plate cylinders 1, 2 at the first and second printing positions, and different color inks can be selectively supplied to the printing plates on the plate cylinders 1, 2. In this embodiment, for example, K-color (black) and M-color (magenta) ink feeding means 9 are disposed on the first plate cylinder 1, and C-color (cyan) and Y-color (yellow) ink feeding means 9 are disposed on the second plate cylinder 2.

[0029] Some of the dampening water feeding means 8 and ink feeding means 9 are operable to set aside from the moving path as the first and second plate cylinders 1, 2 move.

[0030] The structure of the ink feeding means 9 is explained by referring to Fig. 3. Fig. 3 is a schematic side view showing an example of the ink feeding means 9. In Fig. 3, the ink feeding means 9 comprises an ink fountain roller 20 and an ink key 21 for composing an ink fountain device; an ink doctor 23 disposed so as to swing with an arm 22, plurality of ink rollers 24; and a form roller 25 for feeding ink in contact with the printing plate surface. Only one ink roller 24 is shown in Fig. 3.

[0031] The ink fountain means has the ink key 21 made of a thin metal plate contacting with the peripheral surface of the ink fountain roller 20 provided along the axial line of the plate cylinder, and this ink key 21 is divided in plurality of sections along the axial direction of the ink fountain roller 20. The ink is stored in an ink groove space formed by the ink fountain roller 20, ink key 21, and side plate not shown in the drawing.

[0032] Each ink key 21 is designed to be independently driven by a drive screw and other elements in a direction for contacting with or departing from the surface of the ink fountain roller 20 and the respective clearances (apertures) of the ink fountain roller 20 and ink key 21 can be adjusted. By rotating the ink fountain roller 20 in the counterclockwise direction in the drawing, the ink comes out on the surface of the ink fountain roller 20 in a film thickness corresponding to the aperture. This is the mechanism for controlling or changing the ink feed rate.

[0033] The ink doctor 23 reciprocates between the ink fountain roller 20 and the ink roller 24 by the move of the arm 22, and by contacting alternately with the ink fountain roller 20 and ink roller 24, the ink on the ink fountain roller 20 is transferred onto the ink roller 24.

[0034] The ink rollers 24 are a plurality of rollers made of metal or rubber, which are arranged so as to contact with each other sequentially, and some of them swing and move in the axial direction of the roller. The ink is kneaded by the ink rollers.

[0035] The form roller 25, in a state contacting with at least one ink roller 24, contacts with or departs from the periphery of the first plate cylinder 1 or second plate cylinder 2 by a cam mechanism. As a result, the ink of the color corresponding to the printing plate corresponding to the plate cylinder is supplied.

[0036] In this ink feeding means 9, by adjustment of aperture of the ink key 21, the ink feed rate of each color can be controlled along the axial direction of the plate cylinder (orthogonal direction to the printing direction).

[0037] Back to Fig. 1, the feeding section 10 is to pick up sheet by sheet from a pile of printing sheets, and trans-
fer to the feeding cylinder 6, and in this embodiment, it operates to feed the sheet once in every two revolutions of the feeding cylinder. The discharge section 11 is to receive the printed sheets from the discharge cylinder 7, and stack them up, and the detail of the discharge section 11 is described later.

[0038] The plate making mechanism of the printing press is explained. In this printing press, when executing plate making process, the first and second plate cylinders 1, 2 are moved alternately to the imaging recording position. At this image recording position, a friction roller not shown contacting with the plate cylinder, and is driven to rotate.

[0039] The printing plate feeding section 12 comprises a cassette roll storing a roll of unexposed printing plate shielded from light; conveying roller and conveying guide for conveying the drawn printing plate up to the plate cylinders 1, 2; and cutting means for cutting the printing plate into sheets. In this embodiment, a silver salt photosensitive material is used as the printing plate, and an image is recorded by laser beam. The feeding operation procedure of printing plate comprises the steps of gripping the leading end the printing plate drawn out from the cassette roll by the gripping means of the plate cylinders 1, 2; rotating the plate cylinders 1, 2 and wending the printing plate around the plate cylinders 1, 2; cutting the printing plate to a specified length; and gripping the rear end of the printing plate by the other gripping means.

[0040] The image recording section 13 is intended to record an image by exposing on the printing plate through on/off control of the laser beam. In this embodiment, the printing plate surface is scanned by the laser beam emitted from the laser transmission source and deflected by polygon mirror or other deflector along the axial direction of the plate cylinder while rotating the plate cylinder. The image recording section 13 may be constructed so as to record an image by moving continuously or intermittently a recording head for irradiating a plurality of laser light beams along the axial direction of the plate cylinder while rotating the plate cylinder. The printing plate and image recording section 13 are not limited to this principle of recording image through photo-exposure, but may be designed to record image through heating or discharging process.

[0041] The developing section 14 is to develop and process the printing plate exposed by the image recording section 13. In this embodiment, the developing section 14 is designed to applying developing process by taking the processing fluid out of a processing tank and applying the same onto the printing plate by an application roller, and comprises elevating means for moving from the plate cylinder to waiting position and to a position approaching the plate cylinder. In the case of the image recording system not requiring development process, the developing section 14 is not needed.

[0042] In this printing press, the first and second plate cylinders 1, 2 are moved to the image recording position, and the plate making operation is executed by feeding the printing plate and recording and developing the image. When the plate making process is completed, the first and second plate cylinders 1, 2 are brought into the first and second printing positions, and the printing operation is started.

[0043] On the other hand, this printing press is designed to deliver the printing plate automatically after the printing operation. In the embodiment, the printing plate discharge section 15 comprises stripping means for releasing the printing plate from the plate cylinder at the image recording position, conveying means for conveying the released printing plate, and a discharge cassette for delivering the used printing plate being conveyed.

[0044] Referring to Fig. 4, the configuration of the imaging section 16 and discharge section 11 of the embodiment is explained. Fig. 4 is a schematic side view near the discharge section 11.

[0045] The discharge section 11 comprises the discharge cylinder 7, two endless chains 30 applied between two gears 7" of nearly same diameter as the discharge cylinder 7, a plurality of gripping means 331 conveyed by the two chains and conveying printing sheets S, and a discharge tray 32 for stacking up the printing sheets conveyed by the gripping means 331.

[0046] At both ends of the discharge cylinder 7, gear units are provided to be engaged with the chains 30, and two gears 7" of nearly same diameter are disposed oppositely to the gear units. Endless chains 30 are applied between the gear units of the discharge cylinder 7 and the gears 7". The length of the chain 30 is set to a length of an integral multiple of the peripheral length of the discharge cylinder.

[0047] The gripping means 331 has a pawl member which opens and closes to grip the leading end of the printing sheet S, and a plurality of gripping means 331 are fixed between the two chains. The interval of the gripping means corresponds to the peripheral length of the discharge cylinder 7. The gripping means 331 runs in a loop form in synchronism with rotation of the discharge cylinder 7. On the other hand, each gripping means 331 is designed to open and close in synchronism with the gripping means provided in the discharge cylinder 7 by means of a cam mechanism, so as to receive the printing sheet S from the discharge cylinder 6 and deliver the printing sheet S onto the discharge tray 32.

[0048] The discharge tray 32 is a pallet member on which a plurality of printing sheets S are stacked up, and is moved up and down by elevating means. That is, as the printing sheets S are delivered, the discharge tray 32 sequentially descends to keep constant the discharge height of the printing sheets S, so that the printing sheet S may be smoothly delivered.

[0049] In the discharge section 11, since the leading end of the printing sheet S is conveyed while gripped by the gripping means 331, the rear end of the printing sheet S is conveyed in a free state without being fixed, and hence the printing sheet S may flap in the course of conveying. In the embodiment, to suppress flapping of the
printing sheet S, a suction roller 33 is provided as stabilizing means for stabilizing the conveying state of the printing sheet S at the forward side of the discharge tray 32.

[0050] The suction roller 33 has multiple fine suction pores on the surface, and is connected to a vacuum pump. The suction roller 33 is disposed so that its roller axial line may be parallel to the gripping means 31, and that the top of the roller may be positioned nearly at the same height as the lower path of the chains 30. The suction roller 33 is designed to be driven to rotate in accordance with the passing speed of the gripping means 31, or to be free to passively rotate only. Therefore, I since the printing sheet S is conveyed in a state being sucked to the surface of the suction roller when passing over the suction roller 33, the printing sheet S does not flap above the suction roller 33. Instead of the suction roller 33, a suction plate member for sucking the printing sheet S flatly may be also employed.

[0051] The imaging section 16 comprises illuminating means 34 for illuminating the conveyed printing sheet, and imaging means for detecting the image on the illuminated printing sheet to obtain image data.

[0052] The illuminating means 34 includes a plurality of linear light sources disposed along the suction roller 33 for illuminating the printing sheet on the suction roller 33, and is provided between the chains 30. An imaging slit is formed in the middle of the light sources.

[0053] The imaging means 35 comprises a casing 36 for shielding light and protecting from dust, and a mirror 37, a lens 38, and a CCD line sensor 39 incorporated in this casing. This imaging means 35 is designed to detect the image on the printing sheet running on the suction roller 33 through the slit in the illuminating means 34, and the incident light of the image reflected from the mirror 37 is received in the CCD line sensor 39 through the lens 38. The CCD line sensor reads images corresponding to three colors of R (red), G (green) and B (blue). In this embodiment, as the printing sheet is moved, the image on the printing sheet is sequentially read by each scanning line.

[0054] The controller 17 and image processing section 18 shown in Fig. 2 will be now explained. As shown in the block diagram in Fig. 2, the printing press comprises the controller 17 for controlling the parts of the printing press including the ink feeding means 9, image recording section 13, imaging section 16, and image processing section 18. The controller 17 is a microcomputer system composed of CPU, various input and output means, display means, storage means, and input and output interface, and is connected to an external image data composition device DT through LAN or the like.

[0055] The image data composition device DT is, for example, DTP (desktop publishing) device or RIP (raster image processing) device for converting the image data into binary image data of bit map format, and is designed to supply the image data into the printing press. In this embodiment, the image data to be supplied is binary image data d0 representing a halftone dot image having been subjected to RIP, and image data d1 for ink feed rate control

[0056] The binary image data d0 is sent out to the image recording section 13, and an image is recorded on the printing plate according to the image data. That is, depending on the binary value of the image data d0, the laser beam is controlled to be on/off thereby the image is recorded.

[0057] In this embodiment, the image data d1 for ink feed rate control is obtained by reducing the resolution of PPF (print production format) image data in the CIP3 (International Cooperation for Integration of Prepress, Press, and Postpress) standard from which the binary image data d0 for actually recording an image on the printing plate is generated through the RIP processing. Each pixel of the image data d1 is expressed in multilevel value in each color component R, G, B. The image data d1 is processed in the image processing section 18, and is used in control of ink feed rate.

[0058] In the embodiment, the binary image data d0 and image data d1 for ink feed rate control are obtained from the external image data composition device DT, but instead, for example, the printing press may input the image data before RIP and generate the image data d0 for actual image recording and the image data d1 for ink feed rate control through the RIP and resolution reduction in the printing press, respectively. Further, the image data d1 may be identical to the original image data of high resolution in place of the image data of low resolution which is effective to reduce the load of the subsequent operation.

[0059] The image processing section 18 operates to obtain correction data d2 for adjusting the aperture of ink key in the ink feeding means 9, on the basis of the image data d1 and image data d2 taken by the imaging section 16, being composed of a microcomputer system comprising CPU, various input and output means and storage mean. In the embodiment, the controller 17 and image processing section 18 are composed of independent microcomputer systems, but they may be composed in a common microcomputer system.

[0060] A functional configuration of the image processing section 18 is explained by referring to a functional block diagram in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, the image processing section 18 comprises reference color data operating means 41 for calculating reference color data d4 by converting the image data d1 into a predetermined color coordinate system; storage means 42 for storing this reference color data d4; print color data operating means 43 for calculating print color data d5 by converting the image data d0 obtained by the imaging section 16 in to the color coordinate system; differential data operating means 44 for calculating differential data dc by comparing the reference color data d4 and print color data d5, with each other; and correction data operating means 45 for calculating correction data d2 for adjusting the aperture of the ink key 21 of the ink feeding means 9 from the obtained
differential data $d_c$.

The reference color data operating means 41 first divides the image data $d_1$ of PPF format into a plurality of regions according to the region width of each ink key 21 of the ink feeding means 9. This division is as shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7 is a diagram for explaining the division of the image data $d_1$, in which the ink key region in the printing width direction is divided into five, and the printing direction is divided into four regions, for convenience of illustration. In each region, an average color value for R-, G-, B-components is numerically converted into the L’a’b’ color coordinate system. Next, in each width region of ink key, an additional average of the numerical values in the color coordinate system are calculated for the regions $r_{11} - r_{14}$, $r_{21} - r_{24}$, $r_{31} - r_{34}$, $r_{41} - r_{44}$, and $r_{51} - r_{54}$ are additionally averaged in the column direction to obtain the reference color data $d_a$ ($d_{a1}$, $d_{a2}$, $d_{a3}$, $d_{a4}$). The division width in the printing direction may be set to a proper width in connection with operation performance.

The reference color data $d_a$ may the same values unless the printing plate is changed, and therefore, the standard values thereof are calculated and stored in the storage means 42. The conversion from the R, G, B color coordinate system to the L’a’b’ color coordinate system may be based on a known conversion arithmetic.

The print color data operating means 43 processes the image data $d_2$ obtained by the imaging means by the same technique as the operation of the reference color data $d_a$, thereby obtain the print color data $d_b$. Since the image data $d_2$ is obtained for each predetermined sampling interval, the print color data $d_b$ is sequentially operated. The reading resolution of the image data $d_2$ is preferred to be set according to the resolution of the image data $d_1$.

The differential data operating means 44 compares the reference color data $d_a$ with the print color data $d_b$ in each ink key region to calculate the differential data $d_c$. That is, it is the differential data $d_c$ that numerically expresses the difference between the reference color data $d_a$ and the print color data $d_b$, which represents how the actual print color is finished as compared with the original image data in numerical value of the L’a’b’ color coordinate system.

The correction data operating means 45 first operates the density value of each ink of Y (yellow), M (magenta), C (cyan), K (black) from the differential data $d_c$. That is, the differential data $d_c$ expresses the color difference in the color coordinate system, and this color difference is converted into the density value of inks of four colors Y, M, C, K to be used actually. For this conversion, a predetermined conversion table is used. The conversion table represents relations between color values defined in the L’a’b’ color coordinate system and the ink densities corresponding to the color values, where the color values are defined to increase step by step and the ink densities are determined by detecting the actual color densities of respective regions of a color chart with a chronometer.

After the density value of the ink of each color is obtained in each ink key region from the differential data $d_c$, the correction data $d_3$ expressing correction amount of the apertures of each ink key 31 corresponding to the density value is obtained for each color. This may be attained with a conversion table prepared to convert respective amounts of the ink density to be changed and the correction values of the aperture of the ink key corresponding thereto, for example.

On the basis of the obtained correction data $d_3$, the controller 17 adjusts the aperture of the ink key of each ink feeding means 9.

The control procedure of ink feed rate in the preferred embodiment will be now explained with reference to the flowchart in Fig. 6.

At step S1, the operator sets respective parameters of the printing press, which may include the sampling interval of the imaging section 16, number of prints, printing speed, and various conditions, for example.

At step S2, the printing press inputs image data $d_0$, $d_1$ from the external image data composition device DT. The image data $d_1$ is transferred to the image processing section 18, and the reference color data $d_a$ is calculated from the image data $d_1$ in the reference color data operating means 41. The obtained reference color data $d_a$ is stored in the storage means 42.

At step S3, the printing press executes the plate making process according to the image data $d_0$, and then starts the printing process. The initial aperture of the ink key of the ink feeding means 9 is set according to the reference color data $d_a$.

Control procedure of ink feed rate is started from step S4. That is, at step S4, the position of a printing sheet is detected by a sensor (not shown). For example, the position of the gripping means 31 of the discharge section 11 is detected by the sensor, or the position of the printing sheet being conveyed is detected optically.

At step S5, in response to the detection of the position of the printing sheet, the imaging section 16 starts to detect the image on the printing sheet. As a result, image data $d_2$ is obtained. The image data $d_2$ may involve an error in the reading position due to deviation of the conveyance timing of the printing sheet or mechanical vibration. In order to compensate the error, it is preferred to determine the position of the printing sheet by extracting a printed register mark or the like by image processing.

At step S6, the print color operating means 43 converts the image data $d_2$ to obtain the print color data $d_b$.

At step S7, the differential data operating means 44 compares the reference color data $d_a$ and the print color data $d_b$ to obtain the differential data $d_c$.

At step S8, the correction data operating means 45 calculates the target ink density value from the differ-
ential data \(d_c\). At step S9, from the obtained ink density value, correction data \(d_3\) for adjusting the aperture of each ink key is determined. The obtained correction data \(d_3\) is transferred to the controller 17.

At step S10, on the basis of the obtained correction data \(d_3\), the controller 17 adjusts the aperture of each ink key 31 of each ink feeding means 9. The feedback control is effected for the ink feed rate.

At step S11, judging if the printing operation is completed or not, and the operation is terminated when the printing operation is completed. If the printing operation continues, the routine returns to step S4 and the adjustment of ink feed rate is repeated at a predetermined sampling interval.

According to the preferred embodiment, since the reference color data is obtained from the image data directed to record the image on the printing plates, it is not necessary to prepare OK-sheet or other reference printed sheets.

2. Second Preferred Embodiment

Fig. 8 is a schematic sectional view showing an example of imaging section according to a second preferred embodiment of the present invention. In the first preferred embodiment, the CCD line sensor 39 is used in the imaging means 35, but in the second preferred embodiment, the imaging means is replaced by two-dimensional imaging means 35' composed of a two-dimensional CCD camera capable of taking a two-dimensional image on a printing sheet in one shot. This two-dimensional imaging means 35' of relatively low resolution can be employed because the image data \(d_5\) is used for the purpose of control of ink feed rate and the resolution is low. Therefore, high resolution is not required in the two-dimensional imaging means 35', and, for example, a two-dimensional CCD camera of about 700,000 pixels is applicable.

In this embodiment, the image on the printing sheet is not read for each scanning line and the mechanism for stabilizing the conveying process of a printing sheet is not needed. The mechanism of the second preferred embodiment shown in Fig. 8 is same as the mechanism of the first preferred embodiment except that the illuminating means 34' is shifted to a position away from the imaging region of the two-dimensional imaging means 35'.

3. Second Embodiment not claimed

In the two previous embodiments, the ink feed rate is controlled by taking the image on the printing sheet, but, alternatively, by forming a color chart for ink control preliminarily on the printing plate, the color chart printed on the printing sheet may be detected.

In the case of this embodiment, once the color chart to be preliminarily recorded in the image recording section 13 is specifically determined, the reference color data \(d_a\) is constant without preparing reference color data \(d_a\) from the image data \(d_1\) in each printing plate as required in the first and second preferred embodiments. Accordingly, the reference color data \(d_a\) corresponding to the color chart is once determined and is stored in the storage means 42.

Although it is required to form a specific color chart on the printing plate, it is easily achieved in a printing press incorporating a plating making mechanism. For example, image data \(d_{1u}\), \(d_{1v}\) expressing a predetermined color chart are stored in a memory or a disk of the controller 17 whereby color chart storage means 17a is obtained (Fig. 9). Specifically, the image data \(d_{1u}\) is binary image data preliminarily processed by RIP. When forming an image on a printing plate, the image data \(d_{1u}\) corresponding to the color chart is added to image data \(d_m\) for composing the print to obtain combined image data \(d_m\). Such combination of image data is easily achieved, as shown in Fig. 10, by forming a color chart 63 in a blank area 62 (end portions of the image data \(d_0\), \(d_1\) not containing substantial data) of an image forming region 61 of the printing plate PL.

On the other hand, the image data \(d_{1u}\) expresses a plurality of color densities of the color chart region in the B, G, R color coordinate system, and is used in ink control in the color chart region. Image data \(d_u\) obtained by converting this image data \(d_{1u}\) preliminarily into numerical values in the \(L' a' b'\) color coordinate system is also stored in the color chart storage region 17a. As shown in Fig. 11, this image data \(d_u\) is given to the differential data operating means 44. The subsequent process is same as in the two previous embodiments.

In this example, the image of the color chart is combined with the objective print image in the printing press, but the image data \(d_{1u}\) of the color chart may be also preliminarily incorporated in the image data \(d_0\) in the image data composition device DT.

In the case of this embodiment, too, as the imaging means, either the line sensor shown in the preferred embodiment of the invention or the two-dimensional sensor in the first embodiment not claimed may be used. In the latter case, however, instead of the whole area of the printing plate surface, the image may be taken only in a predetermined region in which the color chart is formed.

While the invention has been shown and described in detail, the foregoing description is in all aspects illustrative and not restrictive. It is therefore understood that numerous other modifications and variations can be devised without departing from the scope of the invention.

**Claims**

1. A printing press for printing an image on a printing
sheet on the basis of first image data \((d_0, d_1)\), comprising:

- plate making means \((13)\), for forming an image on a printing plate on the basis of said first image data \((d_0, d_1)\),
- ink feed means \((9)\) capable of changing ink feed rates of ink supplied onto a plurality of regions of said printing plate,
- image-detecting means \((16)\) for detecting an image on said printing sheet transferred from said printing plate to thereby obtain second image data \((d_2)\), and
- control means \((17)\) characterized by
  - reference color data operating means \((41)\) and storage means \((42)\) adapted to convert said first image data \((d_0, d_1)\) into a predetermined color coordinate system for each one of said plurality of regions, and to store the color values obtained as reference color data \((d_a)\),
  - print color data operating means \((43)\) adapted to convert said second image data \((d_2)\) into said color coordinate system for each one of said plurality of regions to obtain print color data \((d_b)\),
  - differential data operating means \((44)\) adapted to compare said reference color data \((d_a)\) with said print color data \((d_b)\) for each one of said plurality of regions to obtain differential data \((d_{dc})\), and
  - correction data operating means \((45)\) adapted to obtain correction data \((d_3)\) of said ink feed rates on the basis of said differential data \((d_{dc})\), and
  - in that the control means \((17)\) is adapted to control said ink feed rates to be fed onto said plurality of regions by said ink feed means \((9)\) on the basis of said correction data \((d_3)\).

2. The printing press according to claim 1, wherein said printing press further comprises:

- discharge means \((31)\) for discharging said printing sheet by gripping said leading end, and
- stabilizing means \((33)\) for stabilizing a conveying state of said printing sheet being discharged, wherein said image-detecting means \((16)\) detects said image on said printing sheet stabilized by said stabilizing means \((33)\) in said conveying state.

3. The printing press according to claim 1, further comprising:

- a discharge storage \((11)\) for stacking up and accumulating a plurality of printed sheets sequentially on a platform \((32)\), wherein said image detecting means \((16)\) has two-dimensional image-detecting means \((35)\).

4. The printing press according to any of the preceding claims, comprising:

- means \((13)\) for obtaining said printing plate on the basis of said first image data \((d_0, d_1)\) in a first resolution,
- means for obtaining said reference color data \((d_a)\) by converting said first image data \((d_0, d_1)\) represented in a second resolution, said second resolution being lower than said first resolution.

5. A method of controlling ink feed rate in a printing press having plate making means \((13)\) for forming an image on a printing plate on the basis of first image data \((d_0, d_1)\), ink feed means \((9)\) capable of changing ink feed rates of ink supplied onto a plurality of regions of said printing plate, image-detecting means \((16)\) for detecting an image on said printing sheet to thereby obtain second image data \((d_2)\), and control means \((17)\) characterized in that it comprises the steps of:

- converting said first image data \((d_0, d_1)\) into a predetermined color coordinate system for each one of said plurality of regions and storing color values obtained as reference color data \((d_a)\),
- converting said second image data \((d_2)\) into said color coordinate system for each one of said plurality of regions to obtain print color data \((d_b)\),
- comparing said reference color data \((d_a)\) with said print color data \((d_b)\) for each one of said plurality of regions to obtain differential data \((d_{dc})\),
- obtaining correction data \((d_3)\) of said ink feed rate on the basis of said differential data \((d_{dc})\),
- controlling said ink feed rates to be fed onto said plurality of regions by said ink feed means \((9)\) on the basis of said correction data \((d_3)\).

6. The method of claim 5, further comprising the steps of:

- obtaining a printing plate on the basis of said first image data \((d_0, d_1)\) in a first resolution, obtaining said reference digital color data \((d_a)\) by converting said first image data \((d_0, d_1)\) represented in a second resolution, said second resolution being lower than said first resolution.

Patentansprüche

1. Druckmaschine zum Drucken eines Bildes auf ei-
nem Druckbogen auf der Grundlage erster Bilddaten (d₀, d₁), welche aufweist:

- Druckplattenherstellungsmittel (13) für die Ausbildung eines Bildes auf einer Druckplatte auf der Grundlage der ersten Bilddaten (d₀, d₁), Druckfarbenzuführmittel (9), weicht in der Lage sind, Druckfarbenzuführungsraten von auf eine Anzahl von Bereichen der Druckplatte zugeführte Druckfarbe zu ändern.
- Bildnachweismittel (16) zum Nachweisen eines von der Druckplatte auf den Druckbogen übertragenen Bildes, um so zweite Bilddaten (d₂) zu gewinnen, und Steuermittel (17), gekennzeichnet durch Referenzfarbdatenverarbeitungsmittel (41) und Speichermittel (42), die für eine Umwandlung der ersten Bilddaten (d₀, d₁) in ein bestimmtes Farbkoordinatensystem für jeden der Anzahl von Bereichen und einer Speicherung der als Referenzfarbdaten (dₐ) gewonnenen Farbwerte eingerichtet sind.
- Druckfarbdatenverarbeitungsmittel (43), die für eine Umwandlung der zweiten Bilddaten (d₂) in das Farbkoordinatensystem für einen jeder der Anzahl von Bereichen eingerichtet sind, um so Druckfarbdaten (d₃) zu gewinnen, Differenzialdatenverarbeitungsmittel (44), die für ein Vergleichen der Referenzfarbdaten (dₐ) mit den Druckfarbdaten (d₃) für einen jeder der Anzahl von Bereichen eingerichtet sind, um so Differenzialdaten (dₐ) zu gewinnen, Korrekturdatenverarbeitungsmittel (45), die für eine Gewinnung von Korrekturdaten (d₃) der Druckfarbenzuführaten auf der Grundlage der Differenzialdaten (dₐ) eingerichtet sind, und dadurch, dass die Steuermittel (17) für eine Steuerung der Druckfarbenzuführungsraten, die der Anzahl von Bereichen mit den Druckfarbenzuführmitteln (9) zuzuführen sind, auf der Grundlage der Korrekturdaten (d₃) eingerichtet sind.

2. Druckmaschine nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Druckbogen ein Vorderende und ein Hinterende aufweist, wobei die Druckmaschine ferner aufweist:

- Abfördermittel (31) zum Abfördern des Druckbogens durch Fassen des Vorderendes, und Stabilisiermittel (33) zur Stabilisierung eines Transportzustandes des in Abforderung befindlichen Druckbogens, wobei die Bildnachweismitte (16) das Bild auf dem durch die Stabilisiermittel (33) im Transportzustand stabilisierten Druckbogen nachweisen.

3. Druckmaschine nach Anspruch 1, welche ferner aufweist:

- eine Abförderablage (11) zur Stapelung und Ansammlung einer Anzahl von Druckbogen in Folge auf einer Plattform (32), wobei die Bildnachweismittel (16) zweidimensionale Bildnachweismittel (35') aufweisen, die in der Lage sind, einen gesamten Bildbereich eines obersten Druckbogens aus einer Anzahl von auf der Abförderablage (11) gespeicherten Druckbogen nachzuweisen.

4. Druckmaschine nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, welche aufweist:

- Mittel (13) zur Gewinnung der Druckplatte auf der Grundlage der ersten Bilddaten (d₀, d₁) in einer ersten Auflösung, Mittel zur Gewinnung der Referenzfarbdaten (dₐ) durch Umwandlung der ersten Bilddaten (d₀, d₁), dargestellt in einer zweiten Auflösung, wobei die zweite Auflösung niedriger als die erste Auflösung ist.

5. Herfahren zur Steuerung der Druckfarbenzuführungsraten einer Druckmaschine mit Plattenherstellungsmitteln (13) zur Ausbildung eines Bildes auf einer Druckplatte auf der Grundlage von ersten Bilddaten (d₀, d₁), Druckfarbenzuführmitteln (9), die in der Lage sind Druckfarbenzuführungsraten von auf eine Anzahl von Bereichen der Druckplatte zugeführter Druckfarbe zu ändern, Bildnachweismitteil (16) zur Feststellung eines Bildes auf dem Druckbogen, um so zweite Bilddaten (d₂) zu gewinnen, und Steuermittel (17), dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Verfahren folgende Schritte aufweist:

Umwandeln der ersten Bilddaten (d₀, d₁) in ein bestimmtes Farbkoordinatensystem für einen jeder der Anzahl von Bereichen und Speichern von als Referenzfarbdaten (dₐ) gewonnenen Farbwerten, Umwandeln der zweiten Bilddaten (d₂) in das Farbkoordinatensystem für einen jeder der Anzahl von Bereichen zu einer Gewinnung von Druckfarbdaten (d₃), Vergleichen der Referenzfarbdaten (dₐ) mit den Druckfarbdaten (d₃) für einen jeder der Anzahl von Bereichen zur Gewinnung von Differenzdaten (dₐ), Gewinnung von Korrekturdaten (d₃) der Druckfarbenzuführungsraten auf der Grundlage der Differenzdaten (dₐ), Steuern der Druckfarbenzuführungsraten, die auf die Anzahl von Bereichen mit den Druckfarbenzuführmitteln (9) zuzuführen sind, auf der Grundlage der Korrekturdaten (d₃).
6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, welches ferner die folgenden Schritte aufweist:

Gewinnen einer Druckplatte auf der Grundlage der ersten Bilddaten (d₀, d₁) in einer ersten Auflösung,
Gewinnen der digitalen Referenzfarbdaten (dₐ) durch Umwandeln der ersten Bilddaten (d₀, d₁),
dargestellt in einer zweiten Auflösung,
wobei die zweite Auflösung niedriger als die erste Auflösung ist.

Revendications

1. Presse à imprimer pour imprimer une image sur une feuille d’impression en fonction de premières données d’image (d₀, d₁), comprenant :

- des moyens de fabrication de plaque (13), pour former une image sur une plaque d’impression en fonction desdites premières données d’image (d₀, d₁),
- des moyens d’alimentation d’encre (9) pour changer les vitesses d’alimentation d’encre de l’encre alimentée sur une pluralité de régions de ladite plaque d’impression,
- des moyens de détection d’image (16) pour détecter une image sur ladite feuille d’impression transférée depuis ladite plaque d’impression afin d’obtenir ainsi des secondes données d’image (d₂),
- des moyens de commande (17) caractérisée par :

- des moyens de commande de données de couleur de référence (41) et des moyens de stockage (42) adaptés pour convertir lesdites premières données d’image (d₀, d₁) en un système de coordonnées de couleur prédéterminé pour chacune de ladite pluralité de régions, et pour stocker les valeurs de couleur obtenues en tant que données de couleur de référence (dₐ),
- des moyens de commande de données de couleur d’impression (43) adaptés pour convertir lesdites secondes données d’image (d₂) dans ledit système de coordonnées de couleur pour chacune de ladite pluralité de régions afin d’obtenir des données de couleur d’impression (dₐ)
- des moyens de commande de données différencielles (44) adaptés pour comparer lesdites données de couleur de référence (dₐ) avec lesdites données de couleur d’impression (dₐ) pour chacune de ladite pluralité de régions afin d’obtenir des données différencielles (dₑ).

2. Presse à imprimer selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle ladite feuille d’impression a une extrémité d’attaque et une extrémité arrière, ladite presse à imprimer comprenant en outre :

- des moyens de décharge (31) pour décharger ladite feuille d’impression en saisissant ladite extrémité d’attaque, et
- des moyens de stabilisation (33) pour stabiliser un état de transport de ladite feuille d’impression qui est déchargée,
- dans laquelle lesdits moyens de détection d’image (16) détectent ladite image sur ladite feuille d’impression stabilisée par lesdits moyens de stabilisation (33) dans ledit état de transport.

3. Presse à imprimer selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre :

- un stockage de décharge (11) pour empiler et accumuler une pluralité de feuilles imprimées de manière séquentielle sur une plateforme (32),
- dans laquelle lesdits moyens de détection d’image (16) ont des moyens de détection d’image en deux dimensions (35’) pouvant détecter toute une région d’image sur une feuille d’impression supérieure d’une pluralité de feuilles d’impression empilées sur ledit stockage de décharge (11).

4. Presse à imprimer selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comprenant :

- des moyens (13) pour obtenir ladite plaque d’impression en fonction desdites premières données d’image (d₀, d₁) dans une première résolution,
- des moyens pour obtenir lesdites données de couleur de référence (dₐ) en convertissant lesdites premières données d’image (d₀, d₁) présentées dans une seconde résolution,
- ladite seconde résolution étant inférieure à ladite première résolution.
5. Procédé pour commander la vitesse d’alimentation d’encre dans une presse à imprimer ayant des moyens de fabrication de plaque (13) pour former une image sur une plaque d’impression en fonction des premières données d’image (d₀, d₁), les moyens d’alimentation d’encre (9) pouvant changer les vitesses d’alimentation d’encre de l’encre alimentée sur une pluralité de régions de ladite plaque d’impression, des moyens de détection d’image (16) pour détecter une image sur ladite feuille d’impression afin d’obtenir ainsi des secondes données d’image (d₂) et des moyens de commande (17), caractérisé en ce qu’il comprend les étapes consistant à :

- convertir lesdites premières données d’image (d₀, d₁) en un système de coordonnées de couleur prédéterminé pour chacune de ladite pluralité de régions et stocker les valeurs de couleur obtenues en tant que données de couleur de référence (dₐ₀),
- convertir lesdites secondes données d’image (d₂) dans ledit système de coordonnées de couleur pour chacune de ladite pluralité de régions afin d’obtenir des données de couleur d’impression (dₐ₂),
- comparer lesdites données de couleur de référence (dₐ₀) avec lesdites données de couleur d’impression (dₐ₂) pour chacune de ladite pluralité de régions afin d’obtenir des données différentielles (dₐ₃),
- obtenir des données de correction (d₄) de ladite vitesse d’alimentation d’encre en fonction desdites données différentielles (dₐ₃),
- commander lesdites vitesses d’alimentation d’encre à alimenter sur ladite pluralité de régions par lesdits moyens d’alimentation d’encre (9) en fonction desdites données de correction (d₄₃).

6. Procédé selon la revendication 5, comprenant en outre les étapes consistant à :

- obtenir une plaque d’impression en fonction desdites premières données d’image (d₀, d₁) dans une première résolution,
- obtenir lesdites données de couleur numériques de référence (dₐ₀) en convertissant lesdites premières données d’image (d₀, d₁) représentées dans une seconde résolution,
- ladite seconde résolution étant inférieure à ladite première résolution.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( r_1 )</th>
<th>( r_2 )</th>
<th>( r_3 )</th>
<th>( r_4 )</th>
<th>( r_5 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( r_{11} )</td>
<td>( r_{12} )</td>
<td>( r_{13} )</td>
<td>( r_{14} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_{21} )</td>
<td>( r_{22} )</td>
<td>( r_{23} )</td>
<td>( r_{24} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_{31} )</td>
<td>( r_{32} )</td>
<td>( r_{33} )</td>
<td>( r_{34} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_{41} )</td>
<td>( r_{42} )</td>
<td>( r_{43} )</td>
<td>( r_{44} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_{51} )</td>
<td>( r_{52} )</td>
<td>( r_{53} )</td>
<td>( r_{54} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Respective Regions**

**Printing Direction**

**Ink Key Regions**

\( d_{a1} \) \( d_{a2} \) \( d_{a3} \) \( d_{a4} \) \( d_{a5} \)
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